Effect of flanking residues on CA and AA dinucleotides: some rationale.
Effect of flanking base pairs on CA and AA dinluceotide step-geometry has been studied using molecular dynamics method. Sixteen dodecameric sequences are constructed for each doublet with all possible bases at their 5' and 3' positions along with their complementary sequences. Structural parameter, formation of Extra Watson Crick bifurcated hydrogen bonds along or across the strands and effect of sodium ions are studied for these sequences. It is found that geometry of CA doublet step is perturbed by the neighboring base pairs, which might be due to inherent flexibility of the step. Flexible character of CA step is reflected in its low bifurcated hydrogen bond formation capability and lower preference of sodium ions to enter in minor or major grooves. AA step on the other hand is quite rigid according to different structural parameters and respond much less to environmental changes due to formation of strong Extra Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds.